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1. Introduction 
The extremum problems for discrete inclusions with delay are a generalization of the 
discrete problems of optimal control with delay. Application of nonsmooth analysis 
theory is of importance for investigation of such a problem. Since the definition of 
the subdifferential given by T. Rockafellar and F.Clarke is entirely a generalization 
of the smooth and convex problems, the application of the theory of nonsmooth 
analysis in this paper is advisable. As the necessary extremum conditions are 
formulated more naturally with the help of the subdifferential, the definition of 
subdifferential is of importance in the theory of extremum problems.  
 
There exist a lot of papers devoted to the qualitative investigation of different 
problems of optimal control of discrete systems. The control problems of discrete 
systems, described by the different difference equations are of importance among 
various optimal control problems. In spite of this fact, there are many unstudied 
problems in the field of extremum problems for discrete inclusions. Recently, 
multivalued mappings became the subject of intensive study. Different properties of 
multivalued mappings and their connection with the theory of optimization were 
considered in (Aubin, Ekeland, 1984: 510; Borisovich, Gelman, Mishkins, 
Obukhovskiy, 1986: 103). 
 
Note that main models of mathematical economics are reduced to extremum 
problems for discrete inclusions. 
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If the state of the control system is characterized by a system of more than two 
equations and an operator connecting the equations of the system (connection 
operator) exists, then such a control system is called a variable structure system.  
 
This work generalizes some of the results, obtained in (Mirzayeva, Sadygov, 2005: 
89-94; Mirzayeva, Sadygov, 2006: 106-112). An arbitrary order necessary 
extremum conditions are obtained for the nonconvex optimal control problem for 
discrete inclusions with delay in (Mirzayeva, Sadygov, 2006: 106-112). In this paper 
the extremum problem for delay discrete embedding is reduced to the mathematical 
programming problem using the method given in ( Boltyanskiy, 1975: 3-55). 
Further, using Clarke’s theory, necessary extremum conditions are obtained. 
Differently from the considered works (Mirzayeva, Sadygov, 2005: 89-94; 
Mirzayeva, Sadygov, 2006: 106-112; Mirzayeva, Sadygov, 2007: 67-72), in the 
paper the discrete extremum problem with constraints is considered. Note that the 
extremum problem for delay discrete inclusions, is a particular case of variable 
structure extremum problem for delay discrete inclusions. The known optimal 
control problems of a variable structure are obtained from variable structure 
extremum problems for delay discrete inclusions (Mirzayeva, 2007: 44-50). The 
optimal control problems of variable structure with discrete time delay are 
considered in (Mirzayeva, 2007: 44-50). Such problems are considered by many 
authors. Differently from the known works, in this paper a nonsmooth case is 
considered and the problem is reduced to the extremum problem for delay discrete 
inclusions with variable structure. Further, in the paper the necessary extremum 
condition is obtained for discrete systems with variable structure.  
 
 Variable structure extremum problem for delay discrete inclusions without 
constraints is considered in (Mirzayeva, Sadygov, 2007: 67-72). The necessary 
extremum conditions are obtained for one discrete systems class in (Mirzayeva, 
Sadygov, 2007: 67-72 ). 
 
Note that optimal control problems of variable structure arise while investigating 
some chemical-technological processes, applied problems of economics and physics.  
 
2. The formulation of the problem  
Let YX ,  be Banach spaces, ,2: 2 Xt Xa  1,...,1,0  kt , 
,2: 2 Yt Yb  1,...,1,  mkkt  be the multivalued mappings, where V2 denotes 
the set of all subsets of V . We denote  .)(:),( zFvVZvzgrF   
 



























 (2.1)  
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where YXGYCtXtc  :,,0,1,...,1,at)(  is mapping, 
hmk ,,,   are fixed natural numbers. As a trajectory (solution) }){},({ vt yx of the 
discrete inclusion (2.1) we understand the process 
,,...,1,,,1,...,1, mkvykktx vt   for which (2.1) is satisfied. 
 
Suppose that    niktRXtgkmkhk i ...,,1,,...,1,:,},1,1min{,1     nimktRYtf i ,...,1,,...,1,:,  . 
 
We denote ).,...,(),,...,( 11 mkk yyyxxx    
 











000 ),(),(),(  (2.2)  
 
on the trajectories of discrete inclusion (2.1) and with the following constraints 
 









111 ,0,,,   
   



















111 ,0,,,  (2.3) 
   











We note that as a trajectory of (2.1) we take the pairs ),( yx , for which (2.1) is 
satisfied. Denote by M  the set of solutions of problem (2.1). To reduce the 
formulated problem to the mathematical programming problem we use the following 
notation. We denote kms   and define the sets in sk YX  as 
  ,))0(),((:),...,,,...,( 01110 ccaxYXyyxxM skmkk     ,)),1((:),...,,,...,( 112111 xcaxYXyyxxM skmkk    
    ,)),0((:),...,,,...,( 111   xcaxYXyyxxM skmkk   ,),(:),...,,,...,( 1112111   xxaxYXyyxxM skmkk  
    ,),(:),...,,,...,( 111111   kkkkskmkkk xxaxYXyyxxM  
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  ,))(),((:),...,,,...,( 111 khkkkskmkkk xGxGbyYXyyxxM     ,)),((:),...,,,...,( 1112111   khkkkskmkkk yxGbyYXyyxxM  
    ,)),((:),...,,,...,( 111 hkkhkhkskmkkhk yxGbyYXyyxxM     ,),(:),...,,,...,( 1112111   hkkhkhkskmkkhk yybyYXyyxxM  
    ,),(:),...,,,...,( 111111   mhmmmskmkkm yybyYXyyxxM   .:),...,,,...,( 11 CyYXyyxxM mskmkkm    
 
It is clear that the formulated problem will be reduced to the minimization of the 





 with the constraints  
    ,0,,,0,1  yxFyxF j     .0,,,0,1  yxFyxF nj   
 
3. The solution of the problem 
 
Let Z  be a Banach space, E  be a nonempty subset of Z . Clarke’s subdifferential 
of the function   at the point 0z  is denoted as )( 0z  .  
 
Suppose Ez 0 . The set  0);(:)( 000  zzdZzzT EE  is called tangent cone to 
E  in 0z .  
 
The set  )(at0,:)( 00 zTzzzZzzN EE    is called normal cone to E  
in 0z .  
 
Let ZD  . The set of all hypertangents to D  at the point Dz   denote by )(zI D . 
By the definition (see (Clarke, 1988: 279) )  
        ,0,,allatthat,0:  tBvEBzyEtyZvzI E  . 
 
We note if   nitgi ,...,0,,  , satisfy the Lipschitz condition in the neighbourhood 
of ,tx  where kt ,...,1  and   nitf i ,...,0,,  , satisfy the Lipschitz condition in the 
neighbourhood of ty , where mkt ...,,1 , then   niyxFi ,...,0,,   satisfy the 
Lipschitz condition in the neighbourhood of  yx, . Denoted by   the set of 
solutions of problem (2.1), satisfying condition (2.3). The pairs   yx,  are called 
optimal , if    yxFyxF ,, 00   at   ., yx   
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We use Lagrange’s generalized function for the nonsmooth problem of 







,,,,,  , where 
 n ,,, 10  , Rri , , ni ,...,0 . The following corollary follows from 
Theorem 6.1.1 ( Clarke, 1988: 279).  
Corollary 1. Let   yx,  minimize the functional 0F  on the set ,  the functions 
nFFF ,, 10  satisfy the Lipschitz condition in the neighbourhood of  ,, yx  M  be a 
closed set. Then for sufficiently large r  the numbers 0,,0,0 10  j   and 








0,  and   ryxL ,,,0  . 
In the paper, the necessary extremum conditions are obtained, considering the 
additional conditions A, B of R.T. Rockafellar (Rockafellar, 1998: 733), the 
conditions C, D (Sadygov, 2007: 59). Similarly to subdifferential calculation the 
certain additional conditions are required for calculating normal cones. Such 
problems (the problems of calculation of normal cones) were studied by some 
authors as F.H. Clarke, R.T.Rockafellar, Dubovitsky-Milutin and others. These 
conditions are not equivalent, though they are considered for the same purpose. 
 






   
Condition B. 21 , nn RYRX  , from )(* zN iMi   and  
 0**1
*
0  m  it follows that 0* i  at mi ,...,0 . 






MM RRzTzT il 


 ml ,...,1 , 
 and iM  are closed sets at mi ,...,0 . 





MM RRzTzT il 

 1,...,0  ml , 
 and iM  are closed sets at mi ,...,0 . 
 








MM zNzN i   
 
Further we suppose that  YCYbt 2: , where )(YC  denote the families of all 







.,,    
 
Theorem 1. Let       mkk yyxxyxz  ,,,,, 11  minimize the functional 
0F  on the set  , tgra  at 1,...,0  kt , tgrb  at 1,...,  mkt  and C  be closed 
sets, YXG : continuous operator, the functions   RXtgi  :, , ni ,...,0  
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satisfy the Lipschitz condition in the neighbourhood of tx  at kt ,...,1 , the 
functions  tf i , , ni ,...,0  satisfy the Lipschitz condition in the neighbourhood of 
ty  at mkt ,...,1 . If in addition one of the conditions A, B, C or D holds, then 
there exist vectors   mtzN
tMt ,,1,0,   and the numbers 
0,,0,0 10  j   и nj  ,,1   may be found, not all equal to zero 















 .  
 
Proof. Using Theorem 1.3.12 (Borisovich, Gelman, Mishkins, Obukhovskiy, 1986: 
103) we have that sM is closed at hkks  ,..., . So the intersection of finitely 
many closed sets is a closed set, therefore according to this condition we obtain that 
M  is closed. It is straightforward to check that the conditions of corollary 1 are 
satisfied. Then for enough large r  the numbers 0,,0,0 10  j   and 








0,  and 
 












,,,0   























M yxNyxF t   
Therefore there exist   mtzN








 . The theorem is proved. 
 
Theorem 2. If     mkk yyxxyxz ,,,,,),( 11   minimizes functional 0F  on 
the set  , tgra  at 1,...,0  kt , tgrb  at 1,...,  mkt  and C  are closed sets, 
YXG :  is continuous operator, the functions   niRXtgi ,...,0,:,  , satisfy 
the Lipschitz condition in the neighbourhood of tx  at kt ,...,1 , the functions   nitfi ,...,0,,  , satisfy the Lipschitz condition in the neighbourhood of ty  at 
mkt ,...,1  and in addition one of the conditions A, B, C or D holds, then the 
numbers 0,,0,0 10  j   and nj  ,,1   may be found, not all equal to 







0,  and there vectors exist 


















  mkt ,...,1 , 
        10,1 00 xNx cca   ,   ,,...,1),,()(),( 1)),((* 1*   txxNtxtx tttcgratt t  









**   thkthktkgrbthkthktk yyyNthkythkythky thk
,1,1 hkmt  )()(* mCm yNmy   
 
such that in the case h  the relations are fulfilled:  
 
 0)()()1( ****0,  txtxtxx tttt  at ;,...,1 kt   
 0)()()1( ****0,  tytytyx tttt  at 1,...,1  hmkt ; (3.1) 
   0)1(**0,   tytyx ttt  at mhmt ,..., ; 
 
in the case h  the relations are fulfilled:  
 
 0)()()1( ****0,  txtxtxx tttt  at ;1...,,1  kt  
 0)()1( ***0,  txtxx ttt  at ;1,...,  hkkt  
 0)()()1( ****0,  htxtxtxx tttt  at khkt ;..., ;  (3.2) 
     0)1(**0,   htytytyx tttt  at ;1,...,1  hmkt  
 0)()1( ***0,  tytyx ttt  at ;,...,mhmt   
 
in the case h  the relations are fulfilled:  
 
 ;1,...,1at0)()()1( ****0,  hkttxtxtxx tttt   
 ;1...,,at0)()()()1( *****0,  khkthtxtxtxtxx ttttt  (3.3)  
 ;,...,at0)()()1( ****0, kkthtxtxtxx tttt   
;1,...,1at0)()()1( ****0,  hmkthtytytyx tttt  
 0)()1( ***0,  tytyx ttt  at ;,...,mhmt   
 
Proof. Using the corollary of Theorem 2.4.5. (Clarke, 1988: 279), from the 
definition of mMMM ,,, 10   we obtain that  ,)(:),...,,,...,()( 1))0(),((111 00 xTxYXyyxxzТ ccaskmkkМ     ),(),(:),...,,,...,()( 1),)((111   tttcagrttskmkkМ xxTxxYXyyxxzТ tt  
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 ,...,1t ,
   ),,(),,(:),...,,,...,( 1111   tttagrtttskmkkM xxxTxxxYXyyxxzT tt  
at 1,...,1  kt ,    ),,(:),...,,,...,()( 111 kkhkskmkkМ yxxYXyyxxzТ k  
       1, ,,  kkhkGGbgr yxxT k   ),,(),,(:),...,,,...,()( 1)),((111   tthtGbgrtthtskmkkМ yyxTyyxYXyyxxzТ tt
 hkkt  ,...,1  ,  ),,(),,(:),...,,,...,()( 1111   tthtbgrtthtskmkkМ yyyTyyyYXyyxxzТ tt
1,...,1  mhkt , 
   .)(:),...,,,...,( 11 mCmskmkkМ yTyYXyyxxzТ m    
 
Therefore we have  
  ,)(:)0,...,0,()( 1))0(),((11 00 xNxYXxzN ccakМ s     ),(),(:)0,...,0,,,,()( 1),)((* 1*21   tttcagrttkkМ xxNxxYXxxxzN tst  , 1,at0  ttixi  at  ,...,1t ,     11*1 ,,,,:)0,,0,,...,()(    tttgratttkkМ xxxNxxxYXxxzN tst  , 1,,at0  tttixi  at ,1,...,1  kt      1* 1*1 ,,:)0,...,0,,,...,()( kkhkkkkМ yxxYXyxxzN sk  


























































,1,...,1 at  mhkt  
      







According to Theorem 1 the numbers nj  ,,and0,,0,0 1j10    may 






,0,  such that  
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            

















0 1 1 1
110000
0
,,,,,0   
            



















11 1,,,,,    















1 ,,1,,    (3.5)  





















.,,,   
 
Using the relations (3.4) and (3.5) it is straightforward to check the correctness of 
Theorem 2. 
 
Theorem 3. Let    yxz ,  minimize the functional 0F  on the set at, tagr  
,1,...,0t  k Сmktbgr t and1,...,at   be closed sets, YXG :  be 
continuous operator, the functions   niRXtgi ,...,0,:,   satisfy the Lipschitz 
condition in the neighbourhood of ,,...,1at ktxt   the functions   ,,...0,, nitf i   
satisfy the Lipschitz condition in the neighbourhood of mktyt ,...,1at  , 
     ,,...,1at, 1,  txxI tttcagr t  1,,  tttagr xxxI t  at ,1,...,1  kt  
  ),,( 1)(),(  kkhkGGgrb yxxI k , ),,( 1)),((  tthtGgrb yyxI i  at ,,...,1 hkkt   
),,( 1 tthtgrb yyyI t at 1,...,1  mhkt  and  mC yI  be nonempty sets. Then the 
numbers 0,,0,0 10  j   and nj  ,,1   may be found, not all equal to 






,0,  and there vectors exist 
,00
















   
       ,,...,1at mkt          10,1 00 xNx cca   ,   )(),( * 1* txtx tt  
),( 1)),((  tttcgra xxN t ,,...,1at t          txtxtx ttt 1,,  
                               ,1,...,1at),,( 1   htxxxN tttgra t   ),,,()(),(),( 1)),((* 1**   tktkhtkGgrbtktkhtk yyxNtkytkytkx tk  
  ))(),(),((,,...,1 * 1** thkythkythkyht thkthktk  
)()(,1,1),,,( *1 mCmthkthktkgrb yNmyhkmtyyyN thk    
such that in the case h  the relations (3.1) are fulfilled, in the case h  the 
relations (3.2) are fulfilled, in the case h  the relations (3.3) are fulfilled. 
 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that 
  1)),((111 ,(),(:),...,,,...,()(1   tttcgrattskmkkM xxIxxYXyyxxzI t  
 ,...,1at t ; 
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    ),,(:),...,,,...,()( 111 tttskmkkM xxxYXyyxxzI t  
 1,,  tttgra xxxI t  1,...,1at  kt ;    ),,(:),...,,,...,()( 111 kkhkskmkkM yxxYXyyxxzI k   1))(),(( ,,  kkhkGGgrb yxxI k ;  1)),((111 ,,),,(:),...,,,...,()(   tthtGgrbtthtskmkkM yyxIyyxYXyyxxzI tt  
;,...,1at hkkt   1111 ,,),,(:),...,,,...,()( 1   tthtgrbtthtskmkkM yyyIyyyYXyyxxzI hkt  








  then according to lemma 5.11 ( Girsanov, 1970: 118) 
we can find the linear functionals ,,...,1,0),(* mtzN
tMt   not all equal to zero, 
such that 0... **1
*
0  m . Then we obtain that at 0  the statement of 
Theorem 3 is satisfied. 
 
According to Theorem 3 we have that     mtzTzI








 , then the conditions of Theorem 2 with 
the condition A are satisfied. Then it follows from Theorem 2, that at 1  the 
statement of Theorem 3 is satisfied. The theorem is proved.  
 
Theorem 4. If     mkk yyxxyxz ,,,,,),( 11  , tgra  at 1,...,0  kt , 
tgrb  at 1,...,  mkt  and C  are convex sets, YXG :  is a linear operator, the 
functions   niRXtgi ,...,0,:,   are convex at ,,...,1 kt   the functions   niRYtfi ,...,0,:,   are convex at mkt ,...,1 , besides nj   and 

















it    mkt ,...,1 ,  
 
and there the vectors exist 
 
        10,1 00 xNx cca   ,   ),,()(),( 1)),((* 1*   tttcgratt xxNtxtx t  ,,...,1 t  




**   kkhkGGgrbkkhk yxxNkykxkx k   ),,,()(),(),( 1)),((* 1**   tktkhtkGgrbtktkhtk yyxNtkytkytkx tk  
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,...1 ht    ))(),(),(( * 1** thkythkythky thkthktk  
hkmtyyyN thkthktkgrb thk   1,...,1),,,( 1 , )()(
*
mCm yNmy   
 
such that in the case h  the relations are fulfilled:  
 
 0)()()1( ****0,  txtxtxx tttt  at ;,...,1 kt   
 0)()()1( ****0,  tytytyx tttt  at ;1,...,1  hmkt  (3.6) 
   0)1(**0,   tytyx ttt  at ;,...,mhmt   
 
in the case h  the relations are fulfilled:  
 
 0)()()1( ****0,  txtxtxx tttt  at ;1,...,1  kt   
 0)()1( ***0,  txtxx ttt  at ;1,...,  hkkt  
 0)()()1( ****0,  htxtxtxx tttt  at ;...,, khkt    (3.7) 
     0)1(**0,   htytytyx tttt  at ;1,...,1  hmkt  
 0)()1( ***0,  tytyx ttt  at ;..., mhmt    
 
in the case h  the relations are fulfilled:  
 
 ;1,...,1at0)()()1( ****0,  hkttxtxtxx tttt   
 ;1,...,at0)()()()1( *****0,  khkthtxtxtxtxx ttttt  
 kkthtxtxtxx tttt ,...,at0)()()1(
****
0,   ;  
 ;1,...,1at0)()()1( ****0,  hmkthtytytyx tttt  (3.8)  
 0)()1( ***0,  tytyx ttt  at mhmt ,...,  
 
Then       mkk yyxxyxz  ,,,,, 11  minimizes the functional 0F  on the 
set  . 
































   at ;,...,mhmt   
 
where 




1 0 xNx cca    ),,()(),( 1)),((* 1*   tttcgratt xxNtxtx t ,,...,1 ht   




**   kkhkGGgrbkkhk yxxNkykxkx k    ),,,()(),(),( 1)),((* 1**   tktkhtkGgrbtktkhtk yyxNtkytkytkx tk  
ht ,...,1 ,   ))(),(),(( * 1** thkythkythky thkthktk  










i xxthxtxtxtxgtxg   ),()()1(),(),(
***
00


















i yytytytyftyf   ),()1()),(),(
**
00
  at .,..., mhmt   
 






































































Since according to the condition that Cbgragr tt ,,  are convex sets and YXG :  








*   tttttt xxxxtxtx  at )),((),( 1  thcgraxx ttt  
and ,,...,1 ht         ),,(,),(, 11* tttttt xxxthxthxthx  




**   kkhkkkhkkkhk yxxyxxkykxkx  at 
,(.))(.),(),,( 1 GGgrbyxx kkkhk    ,)(),(),( * 1** tkytkytkx tktkhtk    
0),,(),,( 11   tktkhtktktkhtk yyxyyx  at ,,...,1 ht      ),,(,)(),(),(( 1* 1** thkthktkthkthktk yyythkythkythky  
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0),,( 1   thkthktk yyy  at thkthkthktk grbyyy  ),,( 1  and 
,1,...,1 hkmt   0)(),(*  mmm yymy  at Cym  . 














1 ),(),()),(),((),0(  
     thxthxthx thhk
t






,, ,   ),,(),,( 11 ththtththt xxxxxx  










** ),,(,)(),(),(  








1 ,),(),,(  
   ),,(),,(,)( 11* 1 thkthktkthkthktkthk yyyyyythky  
.0)(),(*  mmm yymy  
 





















































































































































at Myx vt }){},({ . 
 
It is clear that 
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t  . 
 































tt tyftyftyftyftxgtxg  
at }){},({ vt yx . Hence it follows that ),...,,,...,(),( 11 mkk yyxxyxz   is an 
optimal solution of problem (2.1)-(2.3). 
 
The correctness of Theorem 4 is checked analogously in the cases h  and 
h , using (3.4) and (3.5). The theorem is proved.  
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